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But i use Diagbox as its the only way Ive found to get an exe
out of the ecu when programmed with the original vci, and yes

this is the trouble.Once programmed with a new VCI it loses
access to corellexia Diagbox works if fault codes & programs
copied to hard drive,Diagbox is a program that extracts fault
codes from a programmed ECU chip.So basically its a good

way of getting to fault codes for repair purposes. Pretty much
a waste of money, i managed to solve the problem with

Diagbox 7.02 using a vin 00001 as long as its the ecu thats
been programmed and i have the.bin file program from the

original vci. Now it is possible to set the vertical height of a row
which uses diagbox to be smaller. Fix the issue that Diagbox is

not working with Citroen C3. The setarstrut and cellspace
options will not work anymore. The only solution I have found
is to set the height manually in the HTML file. Unfortunately,

the CSS file has no means to set the height of a row. See more
information in the ZIP file attached. All worked. I was getting
close, but the fonts were still way too big. Then I realized that
when opening the mini app, the program took over the system
font settings, effectively ignoring the specified font settings in
the LEXIA-3 and DIAGBOX files. I think I will have to play with

the microsoft fonts program to make a custom one. Or at least
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make a bigger one than the current one. This program is very
useful. I am working on a website trying to get it to stream
some articles and pictures. I am using a diagbox that I think

was the first to do online. I downloaded the program, read the
manual, and set it up. Once I got the online diagbox working

on my site, I tried to get the offline diagbox to work, and it did
not work. The little icon just kept spinning. To make a long

story short, I found the online diagbox does not work on
Windows Vista; on XP, it functions fine.

Diagbox 7.02

The DiagBox software is supplied free of charge, and your
vehicle diagnostic hardware is supplied free of charge. You
may also purchase additional parts such as diesel probes,
ignition coil pickups, condenser and fuel filter adaptors.

Stellantis also supply a complete range of vehicle diagnostic
tools, and will provide free technical support to assist with
their use. You should always refer to the warranty sheet
supplied with the vehicle diagnostic tools, as these are in

addition to the normal vehicle warranty. Diagbox Pro includes
more extensive functions as well, and the Stellantis Pro

software can quickly identify most of the more serious faults
that can be experienced by your vehicle. Pro also includes the

ability to perform a long term monitoring of the engine and
vehicle performance to both identify the current performance

and to improve the future performance of your vehicle.
Diagbox Pro can be used alone, or in combination with the free

diagnostic software, and also the Pro software is compatible
with the Diagbox diagnostic software. The Pro software can run
on either PC or Mac platforms. Diagbox Pro is able to identify
problems with your Vehicle Control Unit, and provides a range

of functions to assist you, such as the ability to adjust the
vehicle's engine and driving characteristics. Diagbox software
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does its best to be simple to use, but if you are not careful you
may have a long learning curve and not get the expected

results from the software because it is still too technical and
hard to understand.Diagbox software does not have advanced
functions like the later version that you have to learn, if you do

not want to spend time for that, this is the right one for you.
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